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Focus on the bigger picture.

Practical Law Hong Kong Add-On FAQs

PRACTICAL LAW™

1. What content is included in the Practical Law Hong Kong Add-On?

• The Hong Kong Add-On gives you access to all Hong Kong material that appears on Practical Law’s Hong Kong
page. This includes:

o New fully maintained resources written specifically for the Hong Kong market (for more detail, see "What's
new?" on the Practical Law Hong Kong page).

o Detailed data privacy and security information relating to Hong Kong (originally created by the Practical
Law team for the separate Data Privacy Advisor product).

o Global Guides / Legal Q&As.
o Cross border resources (including Practice Notes, Standard Documents and Standard Clauses) that apply

to Hong Kong.
• Some existing subscriptions include access to Global Guides / Legal Q&As and cross border resources, but the

rest of the content is only available in the Hong Kong Add-On or the all-inclusive Multinational Add-On.

Learn more about how Practical Law 
can help you work smarter. Click here 
to request a free trial.

https://anzlaw.thomsonreuters.com/Browse/Home/PracticalLawGlobal/Countries/HongKong
https://connect.aem.thomsonreuters.com/practical-law-hk-content-trial?utm_source=TR-EDM&utm_medium=FAQ-leaflet&utm_campaign=AEM-HK-PL-Content
https://www.thomsonreuters.com.hk/en.html
https://anzlaw.thomsonreuters.com/Browse/Home/PracticalLawGlobal/Countries/HongKong
https://anzlaw.thomsonreuters.com/Browse/Home/PracticalLawGlobal/Countries/HongKong
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2.  What is the difference between Hong Kong Global content and the Hong Kong Add-On content?
• Global content is high-level and composed chiefly of Global Guides and Q&As that provide overviews of

different areas of law.
• Global content on Hong Kong is included in the Hong Kong Add-on package.
• In addition to Global coverage of Hong Kong, the Add-on package contains deeper and more detailed resources

that are produced locally  that help users apply the Global content in Hong Kong, for example, through Hong
Kong-law governed contract templates.

3.  What is the benefit of the Hong Kong Add-On content that is produced locally?
• Global resources are composed mostly of high-level information that provide insight on the general legal

framework in Hong Kong.  By contrast, locally produced resources that are part of the Add-On package go into
more depth, include tools that can be used in Hong Kong "off-the-shelf" and can help users advise in a Hong
Kong law setting quickly and with confidence.

• Locally produced Add-On resources are maintained on a constant basis, as opposed to Global content, which is
maintained on an annual or less frequent basis.

• Locally produced Add-On resources will also be helpful to users who would like to quickly adapt resources from
other Practical Law territories (such as Practical Law UK) and use them in Hong Kong.

 4. What content can we expect from Practical Law Hong Kong in the future?
• Toolkits, checklists and Hong Kong law-governed resources, such as practice notes, standard documents

and standard clauses that help Hong Kong users get the most out of Practical Law's vast collection of global
and UK content.

5. How can the Hong Kong Add-on content help users do their jobs?
• In-depth practice notes that help users understand the Hong Kong legal position quickly and efficiently.
• Standard documents and standard clauses that help users:

o Prepare Hong Kong law agreements quickly.
o Efficiently adapt Practical Law Global or UK documents for use in Hong Kong.
o By acting as a reference for users who prefer to do their own drafting.

• Toolkits to help users take Global and UK Practical Law materials and adapt them for use in Hong Kong
with ease (forthcoming).

6. How much does it cost?
• The Practical Law Hong Kong Add-on has been priced economically as an:

o Affordable value-add for a Practical Law UK or Practical Law Global subscription.
o Alternative to the all-inclusive Multinational Add-on.  The Multinational Add-On includes all of the

same content as the Hong Kong Add-On, but also all resources in Practical Law Australia, Practical
Law Canada, additional content for New Zealand and key European markets, and global data privacy
and security information.

• Speak with a sales representative to get up-to-date pricing and offers.

7. Can I buy the Practical Law Hong Kong Add-On by itself?
• No, the Practical Law Hong Kong Add-On is an Add-On to an existing or new Practical Law subscription,

and cannot be purchased independently.

8. Who should use the Practical Law Hong Kong Add-On?
• Lawyers working in-house and in law firms who are looking for concise Hong Kong law content to help them

complete their work faster and advise with more confidence.

https://www.thomsonreuters.com.hk/en.html
https://connect.aem.thomsonreuters.com/practical-law-hk-content-trial?utm_source=TR-EDM&utm_medium=FAQ-leaflet&utm_campaign=AEM-HK-PL-Content



